Ultra-thin Gemleaf™ face laminated to acrylic Horizontal grain - Standard / Vertical grain - Optional

Adjustable threaded pads.

Fixed pads

Radius varies based on size (0.015" - 0.135")

Adjustable threaded pads

Threaded studs

Spacing Varies

Pad only fixed

NOTES:
- Designed for interior use
- Minimum 6" high letters
- Combination mount has stud through pads on the top mounts and pads only on bottom mounts.
- Pad standoff varies, based on letter size & stroke
- Standard studs aluminum 10/24 - 5056 alloy (stainless steel optional)
- Min. 0.375" stroke - Max. 22"x46" in one piece

PRODUCT TYPE:
DISPLAY LETTERS

MATERIAL:
FOIL / ACRYLIC

TITLE:
GEMLEAF™ - COMBINATION MOUNT

PRODUCT CONSTRUCTION EXAMPLE

SECTION A-A II SCALE 1:5

DETAIL DW II SCALE 1:1

ISOMETRIC BACK VIEW II SCALE 1:3